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1. General Information
1.1. Accessibility Information
Novitasphere has been carefully designed with various accessibility options to allow use by all individuals. These
options include the ability to:
• Change the font size without sacrificing usability
• Navigate the application using just a keyboard (with the use of assistive software such as JAWS)
• Listen to most of the website and the user guide using a screen reader (with the use of assistive software
such as JAWS)
If you encounter issues with your assistive technology and its compatibility with Novitasphere, please use our
Accessibility Request Form to request assistance:
• JL: https://www.novitas-solutions.com/webcenter/portal/MedicareJL/pagebyid?contentId=00180501
• JH: http://www.novitas-solutions.com/webcenter/portal/MedicareJH/pagebyid?contentId=00180501

1.2. Glossary of Terms
•
•
•
•
•

Novitasphere - Novitas Solutions free, web-based application which offers access to claims, eligibility,
and more for Novitas Solutions providers, billing services, and clearinghouses.
837 Claim File - Inbound Electronic Claim File.
999 Acknowledgement - Indicates whether the file successfully passed the initial file structure edits.
277CA Claims Acknowledgement - The 277CA indicates whether claims have been accepted or
rejected for processing consideration.
835 Electronic Remittance Advice (ERA) - The ERA is the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA)-compliant remittance file containing finalized payment or rejection information
from the Medicare processing system.

1.3. Acronym Listing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADR - Additional Documentation Request
CBR - Comparative Billing Report
DDE - Direct Data Entry
EDI - Electronic Data Interchange
ERA - Electronic Remittance Advice
FIRST - Financial Investigation Reporting Systems for Tomorrow, which is a type of Comparative Billing
Report (CBR)
HICN - Health Insurance Claim Number, or the patient’s Medicare Number prior to their new MBI
HHEH - Home Health Eligibility History
HCPID - Health Care Professional Identification Number
IDM - Identity Management
ICN - Internal Control Number
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MAP - Medicare Advantage Plan
MBI - Medicare Beneficiary Identifier
MICR Number - Magnetic Ink Character Recognition Number, or external check number
MSP - Medicare Secondary Payer
MUE - Medically Unlikely Edits
NPI - National Provider Identifier
PDF - Portable Document Format in Adobe Acrobat Reader software
PTAN - Provider Transaction Access Number
PPV - Pneumococcal Pneumonia Vaccination
QMB - Qualified Medicare Beneficiary program
SSN - Social Security Number
TIFF - Tagged Image File Format

Back to Top

2. Getting Started
2.1. Access Novitasphere
To Access the Novitasphere website, you must be running Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome, Apple Safari, or
Mozilla Firefox.
Once registered in IDM, and approved for a specific role, navigate to the Novitasphere URL below to log in.
https://www.novitasphere.com
Accept the disclaimer displayed on the screen to proceed to the Novitasphere home page, see Figure 1 –
Novitasphere Disclaimer.
If you have any new mail, a message will appear on the home screen indicating “New Messages! Please check
your Retrieve Documents Mailbox for new correspondence.” Important Medicare Communications messages
may also appear in the home screen.
Note - After 30 minutes of inactivity, Novitasphere will automatically log you off, and you will need to
sign back in to continue.
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Figure 1 – Novitasphere Disclaimer

2.1.1. Multiple Organizations and/or Providers:
Upon successful login, if you have roles for more than one organization, you will be asked to select an
organization and/or provider. You also have the ability to “Switch Organizations” and “Switch Providers” at any
time once logged in by using the links in the upper right corner of the screen.
The “Switch Organizations” capability is used to select between organizations that you have been approved to
access.
The “Switch Providers” capability is used to select a provider that is linked to the organization you have selected.
Note - If you have access to only one organization, you will not have the “Switch Organizations” option. If your
organization only has one provider linked, you will not have the “Switch Provider option.
To switch organization: Select the dropdown arrow as displayed in Figure 2 – Switch Organization to select
the appropriate Organization.

Figure 2 - Switch Organization
Back to Top

To switch providers: Select the dropdown arrow as displayed in Figure 3 – Switch Provider to select the
appropriate Provider.
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Figure 3 – Switch Provider

3. Printing in Novitasphere
Select the “PDF” icon on the screen you would like to print. This opens a PDF of all information. You will need
Adobe Acrobat Reader software. Once the PDF document is open, you may print to your local printer.
If the “PDF” icon is not available on your screen you will need to perform a browser print by clicking “File, Print”
on your browser toolbar.

Figure 4 – PDF Icon
Back to Top

4. Benefit & Eligibility Inquiry
Novitasphere interfaces with the CMS HIPAA Eligibility Transaction System (HETS) to obtain eligibility
information. HETS is considered the authoritative source for beneficiary information. Per CMS, “The HIPAA
Eligibility Transaction System (HETS) is intended to allow the release of eligibility data to Medicare providers or
their authorized billing agents for the purpose of preparing an accurate Medicare claim, determining beneficiary
liability, or determining eligibility for specific services.” More information about HETS can be found at
https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/CMS-InformationTechnology/HETSHelp/index.html.
Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program (MDPP) providers enrolled with specialty D1:
Effective with the April 16, 2018 release, the modified MDPP supplier Eligibility response will return only the
following information (as applicable for the Medicare Beneficiary):
• Medicare Beneficiary Demographics
• Date of Death
• Unlawful Occurrences
• Medicare Part B Entitlement
• MDPP Coverage
• ESRD - Medicare Beneficiaries in an active ESRD occurrence are not MDPP eligible.
• Medicare Advantage (MA) Enrollment(s) - Contact the MA plan for MDPP Coverage Information.
• Medicare as a Secondary Payer (MSP) Enrollment(s)
To obtain Benefit Eligibility Details: Select the Eligibility option on the Novitasphere toolbar, as shown in
Figure 5 – Benefit & Eligibility Input.
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Figure 5 – Benefit & Eligibility Input

Complete the following information to complete an eligibility inquiry. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required
information.
• First Name* (of beneficiary)
• Last Name* (of beneficiary)
• Suffix
• Medicare Beneficiary ID*
• Date of Birth
• NPI*
• Date(s) of Service*
• Types of Data – this option may be used to filter the types of data displayed for the patient
The patient’s Medicare number, first and last name are required, and must match. You will need to have this
information available to search for eligibility.
Select the Submit button displayed in Figure 5 – Benefit & Eligibility Input.
Note - a valid Date of Service Range must be entered.
The screen shown in Figure 6 – Benefit & Eligibility Output will be displayed.
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Figure 6 – Benefit & Eligibility Output

The information entered will be displayed in the Inquiry Tab, as displayed in Figure 6 – Benefit & Eligibility
Output.
When there is data available under a specific category, the tab will be displayed in blue.
When there is no data available under a specific category, the tab will be displayed in grey.
To complete another inquiry: Select the Clear button, as displayed in Figure 6 – Benefit & Eligibility
Output.
Enter new inquiry information, and select the Submit button, as displayed in Figure 5 – Benefit & Eligibility
Input.
If the eligibility inquiry transaction fails, an error message will be displayed, as shown in Figure 7 – Benefit &
Eligibility Error Message.

Figure 7 – Benefit & Eligibility Error Message
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Click to Lookup MBI
To obtain the Medicare Beneficiary Identifier (MBI) of a beneficiary after viewing Eligibility: Select the
Click to Lookup MBI button as shown in Figure 6 – Benefit & Eligibility Output. This will take you directly to
the MBI Lookup feature. The beneficiary First Name, Last Name, and the provider NPI will be populated. You will
need to enter the beneficiary’s Social Security Number and Date of Birth to complete your MBI Lookup search.
Once-in-a-Lifetime Preventative Services
Novitasphere displays once-in-a-lifetime preventative benefits in the Eligibility feature. If the patient has not yet
had one of the once-in-a-lifetime codes, the procedure code will display with the “Next Technical Date” and “Next
Professional Date” dates populated. These dates will indicate the next time the patient is eligible for the service.
This date may even be a past date if the patient has already been eligible for that service for some time.
Additionally, certain once-in-a-lifetime codes like the initial Welcome to Medicare visit (which is only eligible
within the first 12 months of their Medicare coverage) may still display the procedure code within the search
results, but with no “next date” populated. This indicates the patient is no longer eligible for that procedure code.
Codes such as pneumonia vaccinations and boosters, will display in the Pneumococcal Pneumonia Vaccination
(PPV) With Prior Usage section. If the patient has already had one of the codes, the date of service and the
billing NPI of the provider that administered the vaccine will be displayed. If the beneficiary has not received a
PPV, then no information will display.

4.1. Benefit & Eligibility Tab Definitions
4.1.2. Inquiry Tab
Field Name
Subscriber First Name
Subscriber Last Name
Subscriber Date of Birth (MMDDYYYY)
Subscriber Medicare #
Date of Service/Date of Service Range

Information Displayed
First Name the exact way it was typed in the search.
Last Name the exact way it was typed in the search.
Date of Birth the exact way it was typed in the search.
Patient Medicare number the exact way it was typed in
the search.
The Date of Service/Date of Service Range as it was
typed in the search. See the table below of acceptable
query date ranges.

Note - an error message stating “The _______ provided for this Beneficiary does not match what we have on
file/ is invalid. Please verify this information with the Beneficiary” will generate if the information is not keyed
correctly.
4.1.3. Table of Acceptable Query Date Ranges
If the Current Month
is:
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

Historical Requests Are Valid
Through:
January, 4 years ago
February, 4 years ago
March, 4 years ago
April, 4 years ago
May, 4 years ago
June, 4 years ago
July, 4 years ago
August, 4 years ago
September, 4 years ago
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Future Requests Are Valid
Through:
May of the current year
June of the current year
July of the current year
August of the current year
September of the current year
October of the current year
November of the current year
December of the current year
January of the following year
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If the Current Month
is:
October
November
December

Historical Requests Are Valid
Through:
October, 4 years ago
November, 4 years ago
December, 4 years ago

Future Requests Are Valid
Through:
February of the following year
March of the following year
April of the following year

4.1.4. Beneficiary Tab
Field Name
Subscriber First Name
Subscriber Last Name
Subscriber Middle Name
Subscriber Address
Subscriber Date of Birth (MMDDYYYY)
Subscriber Medicare #
Subscriber Date of Death
Date of Service/Date of Service Range

Information Displayed
First Name of the Beneficiary.
Last Name of the Beneficiary.
Middle Name of the Beneficiary.
Address of the Beneficiary
Date of Birth of the Beneficiary.
Medicare number of the Beneficiary.
Date of Death of the Beneficiary.
The Date of Service/Date of Service Range as it was
typed in the search.

4.1.5. Eligibility Tab
Field Name
Medicare Beneficiary Entitlement Reason

Part A Eligibility - Effective Date
Part A Eligibility - Termination Date

Part B Eligibility - Effective Date
Part B Eligibility - Termination Date

Inactive PeriodsEffective Date

Termination Date
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Information Displayed
One of the following messages will display:
• Beneficiary insured due to age Old Age &
Survivors Insurance (OASI)
• Beneficiary insured due to disability
• Beneficiary insured due to End Stage Renal
Disease (ESRD)
• Beneficiary insured due to disability and current
ESRD
A date that indicates the start of eligibility for Medicare
Part A
A date that indicates termination of eligibility for
Medicare Part A. No date in this field means Medicare
Part A eligibility has not terminated.
A date that indicates the start of eligibility for Medicare
Part B.
A date that indicates termination of eligibility for
Medicare Part B. No date in this field means Medicare
Part B eligibility has not terminated.
A date that indicates the start of the beneficiary’s
inactive period for Medicare Part A and B.
A date that indicates the termination of the beneficiary’s
inactive period for Medicare Part A and B. No date in
this field means the beneficiary is still in an inactive
state for Medicare Part A and B.
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Field Name
End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD)
Effective Date

Information Displayed
A date that indicates the start of the beneficiary’s
ESRD coverage period.

End Date

A date that indicates the end of the beneficiary’s ESRD
coverage period.

Dialysis Start Date

The date dialysis started.

Dialysis End Date

The date dialysis ended.

Transplant Effective Date
Acupuncture Benefits
Technical Sessions Remaining

The date the transplant occurred.
The number of technical sessions remaining.

Next Technical Date

The next technical date the beneficiary is eligible.

Professional Sessions Remaining

The number of professional sessions remaining.

Next Professional Date

The next professional date the beneficiary is eligible.

Back to Top

4.1.6. Deductible Tab
Field Name
XXXX Year Part A and B Remaining
Deductible
Free Services

Blood Deductible
Therapy CAP
Occupational, Physical, and
Speech Therapy Capitation
Amount
Rehabilitation Sessions
Pulmonary Rehabilitation
Cardiac Rehabilitation
Intensive Cardiac Rehabilitation

Information Displayed
Remaining Deductible amount associated with the
calendar year indicated.
Deductible Year, deductible, and coinsurance
(Part B only).
Deductible, copayment, and coinsurance liabilities
do not apply for the following free services:
diagnostic lab, home health care, hospice,
smoking cessation, alcoholism treatment. They
are covered at 100% by Medicare.
Calendar year and number of units remaining.
The dollar amount used for the current year.

Total number of sessions remaining.
Total number of sessions the beneficiary has had.

4.1.7. MAP Tab – Medicare Advantage Plan Information
Field Name
Contract Name
Contractor #
Plan No
Plan Name

Information Displayed
A descriptive name of the beneficiary’s insurance coverage organization
The contract number
The plan number (if on file)
The Plan Name
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Field Name
Plan Type

MA Bill Opt Code
(Medicare Advantage)
Effective Date
Term Date
Address
Tel Number

Information Displayed
Plan Type Code:
Health Maintenance Organization Medicare Non Risk – HM
Health Maintenance Organization Medicare Risk – HN
Indemnity – IN
Preferred Provider Organization – PR
Point of Service – PS
Pharmacy – Part D
The bill option code of the Plan Type. This field only applies to plan
types HM, HN, IN, PR, and PS. This field will not be displayed for Part D
plan type.
The date that indicates the start of enrollment to the coverage plan
The date that indicates the termination of enrollment to the coverage. No
date in this field means the plan enrollment has not been terminated.
The Coverage Plan’s Address
The Coverage Plan’s Contract Telephone Number (if on file)

4.1.8. MSP Tab – Medicare Secondary Payer Information
Field Name
Type Code

Effective Date
Term Date

MSP Diagnosis Code

Policy Number
Insurer Name
Address

Information Displayed
12 = Medicare Secondary Working Aged Beneficiary or spouse with
Employer Group Health Plan
13 = Medicare Secondary End Stage Renal Disease Beneficiary in the
12 month coordination period with an Employer Group Health Plan
14 = Medicare Secondary No-Fault insurance including auto is primary
15 = Medicare Secondary Workers’ Compensation
16 = Medicare Secondary Public Health Service (PHS) or other Federal
Agency
19 = Worker’s Compensation Set Aside
41 = Medicare Secondary Black Lung
42 = Medicare Secondary Veteran’s Administration
43 = Medicare Secondary Disabled Beneficiary Under Age 65 with Large
Group Health Plan
44 = Liability Set Aside
45 = No-Fault Set Aside
47 = Medicare Secondary other liability insurance is primary
The date that indicates the start of the primary insurer's coverage
The date that indicates the termination of the primary insurer's coverage.
No date in this field means primary insurance coverage has not
terminated.
These are ICD-10 diagnosis codes that are listed on the beneficiaries’
MSP file where Medicare is secondary when the services are related to
an injury or accident. Note – these will not populate if the MSP file was
set up with ICD-9 codes.
Policy Number
The name of the insurance company.
The address of the insurance company.
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4.1.9. Hospice/Home Health Tab
Field Name
Home Health Certification
HCPCS Code

Information Displayed
The procedure code used for physician certification for Medicare
covered home health services.

Certification Date HCPCS
Code

The date of the certification for Home Health Services.
The procedure code used for physician re-certification for
Medicare covered home health services.

Recertification Date
Home Health Care
HHEH Start Date
HHEH End Date
HHEH DOEBA Date
HHEH DOLBA Date
Patient Status Code

The date of the re-certification for Home Health Services.
The date the 60-day Home Health episode period started.
The date that the Home Health episode terminated.
The Earliest Billing Date.
The Latest Billing Date.
This field is used to verify the home health period had ended.
1 = discharged 30 = active
This field indicates the type of NOA.
1 = NOA does not fall within an existing admission period
2 = NOA falls within any existing admission period
The NPI Number of the Home Health Facility.
Medicare Contractor Name.
Medicare Contractor Number.
The total Number of Hospice Occurrences.

Notice of Admission
Indicator (NOA)
Provider Number
Contract Name
Contract Number
Total Number of Hospice
Occurrences
Hospice
Effective Date
Termination Date
Provider Number
Revocation Code

The effective date of the Hospice period.
The termination date of the Hospice period.
The NPI number of the Hospice Facility.
This field is used to verify if the hospice period has ended.
0 = active 1 = ended 2=ended

Back to Top

4.1.10. Preventative Services Tab
Field Name
COVID-19 Immunization Data
COVID-19 Vaccine Code

Immunization Date
NPI
Smoking Cessation Remaining Sessions
Smoking Cessation – Base
Sessions
Smoking Cessation – Initial
Session Date
MDPP With No Prior Usage

Information Displayed
This is the procedure code billed for the vaccine and/or
administration. Note - Hover over the code to see the definition.
This is the date of service billed for this vaccination.
This is the NPI of the rendering provider.
Number of Smoking Sessions remaining for the beneficiary.
Number of base Smoking Sessions. This will always be 8.
The initial date of the Smoking Session program.
Procedure codes for MDPP services with no prior usage for the
beneficiary.
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Field Name
MDPP With Prior Usage
PPV With Prior Usage
Preventive
Service Code
Next Technical Date
Next Professional Date
Calendar Year
Deductible Applied
Deductible Remaining to be
met
Coinsurance
Cognitive Services

Information Displayed
Procedure codes for MDPP services with usage for the
beneficiary, date of service, and billing NPI.
Procedure codes for PPV services with usage for the beneficiary,
date of service and billing NPI.
If beneficiary waived deductible and coinsurance a message will
be displayed.
Procedure Code
The date the beneficiary is eligible for the technical component of
the associated procedure code.
The date the beneficiary is eligible for the professional component
of the associated procedure code.
Calendar Year
Deductible Applied for the Calendar Year.
Deductible Remaining for the Calendar Year.
Coinsurance Remaining for the Calendar Year.
Procedure codes for the Cognitive services with the date of service
and NPI of the billing provider.

4.1.11. Inpatient Tab
Field Name
Part A Hospital Stay
Spell Information
Hospital Stay
Start/End Date
Part A Hospital Data
Spell Information

Life Time Reserve
Days
Skilled Nursing Facility
Data
Spell Information

Psychiatric Information
Life Time
Psychiatric Base
Days
Life Time
Psychiatric
Remaining Days

Information Displayed
The date of the earliest/latest billing activity for the spell of illness.
The full Hospital stay begin and end dates.

The date of the earliest/latest billing activity for the spell of illness.
The full Hospital inpatient days remaining in the spell.
The Hospital inpatient co-payment days remaining.
The amount of the inpatient co-payment.
The number of lifetime reserve days remaining.

The date of the earliest/latest billing activity for the spell of illness.
The full SNF inpatient days remaining in the spell.
The SNF inpatient co-payment days remaining.
The amount of the inpatient co-payment.

The Life Time Psychiatric Base Days

The remaining Life Time Psychiatric Days
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4.1.12. QMB - Qualified Medicare Beneficiary
Field Name
QMB Medicaid
Enrollment
Effective Date
Termination Date
Plan Type
QMB Deductible
Deductible Year
Deductible
Remaining
Deductible
Coinsurance %

Information Displayed
The date that indicates the start of eligibility for QMB enrollment.
The date that indicates termination of eligibility for QMB
enrollment. If the response indicates the QMB enrollment has
terminated, please verify the patient’s QMB status through the
State online Medicaid eligibility systems or other documentation.

This field will display the deductible year.
This field will always display 0 for a Qualified Medicare
Beneficiary.
This field will be blank for a Qualified Medicare Beneficiary.
This field will always display 0 for a Qualified Medicare
Beneficiary.

QMB Inpatient Spell
DOEBA Date
DOLBA Date
QMB Hospital
Information
Co-Payment
Amount
Co-Payment Days
Remaining
Full Days
Remaining
QMB SNF Information
SNF Days
Remaining
SNF Co-Payment
Amount
SNF Co-Payment
Days Remaining

Earliest Billing Date
Latest Billing Date

This field will always display 0 for a Qualified Medicare
Beneficiary.
The hospital inpatient co-payment days remaining.
The full hospital inpatient days remaining in the spell.
The full SNF inpatient days remaining in the spell.
The amount of the inpatient co-payment. This field will always
display 0 for a Qualified Medicare Beneficiary.
The SNF inpatient co-payment days remaining.

4.1.13. PBID – Part B Immunosuppressant Drug Benefit
The PBID benefit allows individuals with ESRD who received a successful kidney transplant to continue
receiving Medicare Part B coverage for immunosuppressive drugs without a time limit.
Field Name
Part B
Effective Date
Termination Date

Information Displayed
The date that indicates the start of eligibility for PBID benefit.
The date that indicates termination of eligibility PBID benefit.

Back to Top

5. MBI Lookup
As of January 1, 2020, providers must use MBIs for all transactions.
This MBI Lookup tool can be used when a Medicare patient is unable to provide you with their MBI. The MBI is
confidential and should be protected as Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and used only for Medicare
related business.
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To obtain the MBI: Select the MBI Lookup option on the Novitasphere toolbar, as shown in Figure 8 – MBI
Lookup Input.

Figure 8 – MBI Lookup Input

Complete the following information to complete the MBI search. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required
information.
• First Name* (of beneficiary)
• Last Name* (of beneficiary)
• Suffix
• Social Security Number (SSN)* - for security purposes, the SSN will be displayed as * when typed
• Date of Birth*
• NPI*
The MBI Lookup requires the patient’s first and last names, date of birth, and Social Security number to search.
The Social Security number is a CMS required search element as an added security measure and to ensure that
the correct patient is located.
Additionally, CMS requires the “I am not a robot” verification once for every five searches. If you are having
difficulty verifying the photos, click the icon at the bottom for an audio verification instead. Once you press Play,
you will be asked to type the words that are spoken.
Select the Submit button displayed in Figure 8 – MBI Lookup Input.
The screen shown in Figure 9 – MBI Lookup Info will be displayed when a valid MBI result is found. If the
patient is deceased for greater than four years, their information will not be returned.
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Figure 9 – MBI Lookup Info

If no search results are found, the MBI Lookup Info tab will be greyed out.

Figure 10 – MBI Lookup Output
Back to Top
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Click to View Eligibility
To obtain the beneficiary’s eligibility after searching for the MBI: Select the Click to View Eligibility button
as shown in Figure 9 – MBI Lookup Info. This will take you directly to the Eligibility feature. The beneficiary
First Name, Last Name, Medicare Beneficiary ID, and the provider NPI will be populated. The Date(s) of Service
will default to the current date but may be changed for your Eligibility search.

6. Claims Submission/ERA
The Claims Submission/ERA option allows you to submit electronic claims via batch files (837) and retrieve the
electronic reports through TIBCO PartnerExpress.
To open the Claims Submission/ERA feature: Select the Claims Submission/ERA option on the
Novitasphere toolbar as shown in Figure 11 – Claims Submission/ERA and click the Claims
Submission/ERA link.

Figure 11 – Claims Submission/ERA

A new browser window will open. If the new window does not open automatically, you may need to turn off your
internet browser’s pop-up blocker or add the website address to list of the allowed sites. Instructions for turning
off the pop-up blocker are located in the Novitasphere Frequently Asked Questions (JL)(JH).
Detailed information on how to submit claims files and retrieve reports using this feature is available in the
Novitasphere Portal user manual supplement: Claim Submission/ERA using TIBCO.
Back to Top

7. Claims Info
7.1. Financial Info
The Financial Info feature contains the options for Financial Info Search and FCN Lookup Tool as seen in Figure
27 – Financial Info.

Figure 27 – Financial Info
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7.1.2. Financial Info Search
To obtain check information: Select the Financial Info option under Claims Info on the Novitasphere toolbar,
then select Financial Info Search from the dropdown as shown in Figure 27 – Financial Info.
The screen shown in Figure 28 – Financial Info Search Input will be displayed.

Figure 28 – Financial Info Search Input

Select or enter the following data elements to complete a Financial Info Search Inquiry (*Indicates a required
field):
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• Check Number
• Check Amount
• Check Status – If searching by Check Status, codes listed in the table below will need to be used.
• Check Issue Date(s)*
Select the Submit button displayed in Figure 28 – Financial Info Search Input.
If you are unable to locate the information initially, we suggest removing extra search criteria, and only searching
with the required fields.

Figure 29 – Financial Info Search Output

The screen shown in Figure 29 – Financial Info Search Output will be displayed.
Back to Top
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The following information will be displayed.
• NPI
• PTAN
• Check Number
• Check Amount
• Check Status
• Check Date
• Date Issued
• Date Cashed
o The Date Cashed field will populate for Paper checks once they are cashed and cleared.
Hover your mouse cursor over the Check Status Code to display the definition or refer to the list below.
Check Status Codes/Definition:
• 00 - No Pay Issue
• 01 - Outstanding Manual Issue
• 02 - Outstanding System Issue
• 03 - Manual Cleared Check
• 04 - Bank Cleared Check
• 06 - Void Awaiting Reissue
• 07 - Void and Reissue
• 08 - Void
• 12 - Stale Dated
• 18 - EFT Outstanding
• 19 - EFT Hold
• 20 - Do Not Forward
Back to Top

7.1.3. FCN Lookup Tool
To obtain Financial Control Number (FCN) information, including the Patient Account Number and Date of
Service: Select the Financial Info option under Claims Info on the Novitasphere toolbar, then select FCN
Lookup Tool from the dropdown as shown in Figure 27 – Financial Info.
The screen shown in Figure 30 – FCN Lookup Tool Search Input will be displayed.

Figure 30 – FCN Lookup Tool Search Input

This feature can be used to perform a search going back one year, based on the claims finalized date. For an
FCN search older than one year, you will need to continue to utilize the IVR to obtain information.
Enter the 15 digit FCN number from your Remittance Advice. If the FCN is less than 15 digits or ends with an
AG, you will need to contact our Customer Contact Center to receive information on the FCN. Select the Search
button displayed in Figure 30 – FCN Lookup Tool Search Input.
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The screen shown in Figure 31 – FCN Lookup Tool Search Output will be displayed, and will provide the
Patient Account Number, and Date of Service reported on the claim.

Figure 31 – FCN Lookup Tool Search Output
Back to Top

7.2. Summary
To obtain your Claims Summary: Select the Summary option under Claims Info on the Novitasphere toolbar,
as shown in Figure 32 – Claims Summary Input.

Figure 32 – Claims Summary Input

Select the PTAN from the drop down and select Submit to perform a Claim Summary Inquiry. Claim Summary
output will be displayed in Figure 33 – Claims Summary Output.
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Figure 33 – Claim Summary Output

Claim Summary Field Name
Number of Claims Approved to
Process

Dollar Value of Claims Approved
to Process

Number of Claims Approved to
Process, where prior paid amount
>$0
Dollar Value of Claims Approved
to Process, where prior paid
amount >$0
Number of Claims Pending
Dollar Value of Claims Pending
MTD Number of Claims
Processed
MTD Dollar Value of Claims
Processed
YTD Number of Claims Processed
YTD Dollar Value of Claims
Processed

Information Displayed
Total number of claims in the ‘Approved-topay’ (ATP) status. These claims would be
pending being released from the payment
floor.
The total dollar paid number of claims in ATP
status.
This dollar amount represents the projected
paid amount of the claims reported. If an
offset occurs this would reduce the actual
payment.
The number of claims in ATP location that
have a provider previous paid amount
greater than zero.
The total provider previous paid amount for
claims in ATP location.
The total number of assigned claims pending
display.
The total dollar billed amount of the pending
claims.
The total number of transactions resulting in
payment this month.
The cumulative dollar amount paid for the
current month.
The total number of transactions this year.
The cumulative dollar amount paid for the
current year.

Back to Top
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7.3. Status
The claim status feature can be used to perform a claim search going back one year, based on the claims
finalized date. For example, if the claim date of service is 5/1/2018 and it finalized on 5/26/2018, then it would be
visible on the portal until 5/26/2019. For claims older than one year, you will need to continue to utilize the IVR to
obtain information on them.
To obtain Claims Status: Select the Status option under Claims Info on the Novitasphere toolbar, as shown in
Figure 34 – Claims Status Input.

Figure 34 – Claims Status Input

Select or enter the following data elements to complete a Claim Status Inquiry (*Indicates a required field):
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• State*
• Patient Medicare #
• Internal Control Number (ICN)
• First Name - Initial (of Beneficiary)
• Last Name – First 6 letters (of Beneficiary)
• Procedure Code
• Status
• Total Billed Amount
• Finalized Date
• Date(s) of Service*
Select the Search button displayed in Figure 34 – Claims Status Input. If you are unable to locate the claim
initially, we suggest removing extra search criteria, and only searching with the required fields.
The screen shown in Figure 35 – Claims Status Output will be displayed.
If a Medicare Beneficiary ID is entered in the search field, a column for the ID will also be displayed in the table,
and on the claim header level detail.
For claims finalized prior to April 2, 2018, when a search is done by HIC, these claims will be displayed.
However, if doing a search by MBI, they will not be displayed, since there is no cross-reference on the claim.
For claims finalized on or after April 2, 2018, when a search is done by HIC or MBI, the claims for that Bene will
both be displayed.
A maximum of 3,000 claims will be displayed in your results, depending on the search criteria entered.
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•
•

If searching all claim statuses, a maximum of 1,500 pending claims, and a maximum of 1,500 finalized
claims will be displayed.
If searching a specific claim status, a maximum of 3,000 claims of that status will be displayed.

When the search results are over 3,000, the message “Your query has returned the first 3,000 claims that
matched the search criteria submitted.” will be displayed above the results. Refining your search criteria may be
necessary to locate your claim.

Figure 35 – Claims Status Output

To view data for an individual claim (or ICN): select View on the relevant row from the results tables for the
ICN you want to view.
Individual Claim Data / Detailed Claim Data will be displayed as shown in Figure 36 – Claims Status Output
Header Level. A detailed listing of all messages is located on the reference tab.
Note - Hover your mouse cursor over the information in Check Status field to display the definition of the check
status.
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Figure 36 – Claims Status Output Header Level

You will now be able to view line level data for an individual claim.
To view line level data: Select View on the line you wish to see details for from the table displayed in Figure
36 - Claims Status Output Header Level.
Line level Claim Data will be displayed as shown in Figure 37 – Claims Status Output Line Level.
In addition to viewing detailed claim data, you may also reopen the claim for a Claim Correction.
Note - Hover your mouse cursor over the information in Primary Reason Code field to display the definition of the
reason code. The descriptions are also available on your remittance.
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Figure 37 – Claims Status Output Line Level
Back to Top

7.4 Overpayment/Demand Letter
The Overpayment/Demand Letter feature can be used to obtain Overpayment/Demand Letters and
corresponding financial details.
To obtain Overpayment/Demand Letter details: Select the Overpayment/Demand Letter option under
Claims Info on the Novitasphere toolbar, as shown in Figure 37.1 – Overpayment/Demand Letter Details.

Figure 37.1 – Overpayment/Demand Letter Details

Select or enter the following data elements to complete an Overpayment/Demand Letter Inquiry (*indicates a
required field):
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• State*
Select the Submit button displayed in Figure 37.1 – Overpayment/Demand Letter Details. If you are unable to
locate the letter initially, we suggest removing extra search criteria, and only searching with the required fields.
The screen shown in Figure 37.2 – Overpayment/Demand Letter Output will be displayed.
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Figure 37.2 – Overpayment/Demand Letter Output

If multiple pages are returned, you can page forward using the arrows found on the bottom right of the screen.
The Clear button can be used at any time to create a new search.
To view data for an individual letter: select View Letter on the relevant row from the results tables. The letters
are in PDF format and can be downloaded.
To view the letter details: select View Letter Details on the relevant row from the results tables. This will
provide the Account Receivable (AR) details for that letter as shown in Figure 37.3 – View Letter Details.
Use the page arrows at the bottom of the screen to page forward and backwards to view all ARs. The Back
button can be used at any time to go to the previous screen.
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Figure 37.3 – View Letter Details
Back to Top

7.5 AR Transaction Info
The Account Receivable (AR) Transaction Info feature can be used to obtain financial details on a specific claim
or AR transaction number.
To obtain AR Transaction details: Select the AR Transaction Info option under Claims Info on the
Novitasphere toolbar, as shown in Figure 37.4 – AR Transaction Info.

Figure 37.4 – AR Transaction Info
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Select or enter the following data elements to complete an AR Transaction Inquiry (*indicates a required field.)
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• State*
• Number*
o Claim Number or
o AR Transaction Number (found on the Overpayment/Demand Letter Details)
If you are unable to locate the information initially, we suggest removing extra search criteria, and only searching
with the required fields. The “Accounts Receivable Activity Type” options are:
• Adjustment – monies modified by Novitas (such as write-off, correct, add, appeal, etc.)
• Collection – monies sent in by provider
• Refunded – monies withheld/offset
Select the Submit button displayed in Figure 37.4 – AR Transaction Info. This will provide the Account
Receivable (AR) Transaction Info for that letter as shown in Figure 37.5 – AR Transaction Info Output.

Figure 37.5 – AR Transaction Info Output

To obtain Additional AR Transaction Activity details: Select the Additional Activity Details button displayed
in Figure 37.5 – AR Transaction Info Output. This will provide the AR Transaction Activity Details as shown in
Figure 37.6 – AR Transaction Activity Details.
The Account Receivable Activity Type field shown in Figure 37.4 – AR Transaction Info is required to obtain
the additional details. If this was not previously selected, an error message will be displayed.
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Figure 37.6 – AR Transaction Activity Details
Back to Top

8. Claim Correction
The following changes can be made via a reopening for finalized claims and certain previously reopened
adjusted claims:
• Referring Physician NPI
• Referring Physician Name
• Header Level Diagnosis
• Date of Service
• Line Level Diagnosis Code
• Diagnosis Pointers
• Place of Service
• Billed Amount
• Procedure Code
• Most Modifiers
o Excluded modifiers are 22, 24, 52, 53, 55, 62, 66, 80, 81, EA, GA, GX, GY. These modifiers
cannot be added to a claim, and claims containing these modifiers cannot be corrected through
Novitasphere.
• Units Billed
• History Corrections - Reprocess an entire claim for the following scenarios only:
o The beneficiary’s record has been corrected to indicate Medicare is now primary for the date(s) of
service of the denied claim.
o The beneficiary’s record has been corrected to indicate the beneficiary is entitled to Medicare Part
B for the date(s) of service of the denied claim.
o The beneficiary’s record has been corrected to indicate the beneficiary’s Hospice election period
no longer conflicts with the date(s) of service of the denied claim.
o The beneficiary’s record has been corrected to indicate the beneficiary is no longer covered by a
Medicare Advantage Plan for the date(s) of service on the denied claim.
o Medically Unlikely Edits (MUE) denials involving two claims that were submitted at the same time;
resulting in a MUE denial along with a duplicate claim denial.
These actions cannot be taken in the portal:
• Line items may not be added
• Rendering provider’s NPI may not be changed
• Claims over a year old cannot be adjusted
• Claim may not be a non-assigned claim
• Claim may not have been returned as unprocessable
• If the type of service is 7, the quantity billed cannot be changed.
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In addition to the Claim Correction feature on the left navigation bar, you can perform a Claim Correction from
the Claim Status feature. Once the Claim Status inquiry is complete, you can follow the same steps below for
performing the Correction.
To Perform a Claim Correction: Select the “Claim Correction” option on the Novitasphere toolbar.
This screen can be used to search and adjust claims going back one year from the date the claim finalized date.
Figure 38 – Claim Correction Input will be displayed:

Figure 38 – Claim Correction Input

Complete the following data elements to identify a Claim for Reopening. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required
information.
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• State*
• Medicare Beneficiary ID
• ICN
• First Name – Initial (of Beneficiary)
• Last Name – First 6 letters (of Beneficiary)
• Procedure Code
• Status
• Total Billed Amount
• Finalized Date
• Date(s) of Service*
Select the Search button as displayed in Figure 38 – Claim Correction Input.
If a claim matching the data entered is eligible for a Reopening, Figure 39 – Claim Correction Results will be
displayed.
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Figure 39 – Claim Correction Results

If a Medicare Beneficiary ID is entered in the search field, a column for the ID will also be displayed in the table,
and on the claim header level detail.
For claims finalized prior to April 2, 2018, when a search is done by HIC, these claims will be displayed.
However, if doing a search by MBI, they will not be displayed, since there is no cross-reference on the claim.
For claims finalized on or after April 2, 2018, when a search is done by HIC or MBI, the claims for that Bene will
both be displayed.
A maximum of 3,000 claims will be displayed in your results, depending on the search criteria entered.
• If searching all claim statuses, a maximum of 1,500 pending claims, and a maximum of 1,500 finalized
claims will be displayed.
• If searching a specific claim status, a maximum of 3,000 claims of that status will be displayed.
When the search results are over 3,000, the message “Your query has returned the first 3,000 claims that
matched the search criteria submitted.” will be displayed above the results. You may wish to refine your
search criteria to locate your claim.
To view an individual claim: Select the relevant claim from the results table displayed in Figure 39 – Claim
Correction Results.

The following screen will be displayed:
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Figure 40 - Claim Correction Results Claim Level

Select Reopen Claim for Correction, using the button displayed in Figure 40 – Claim Correction Results
Claim Level, to modify the claim data.
For specific denial messages, you may receive a popup at this point to reprocess the entire claim without making
any changes (see the History Corrections information above for additional details) as shown in Figure 41 –
Claim Correction History Message. Select “Yes” if you would like to use this option.

Figure 41 – Claim Correction History Message

After selecting the Reopen Claim for Correction button shown in Figure 40 – Claim Correction Results Claim
Level, Figure 42 – Header Level Reopening will be displayed. Make desired modifications to the Header Level
Referring Provider NPI, Referring Provider Name, and claim diagnosis by using the text boxes. The correct
format for entry of the Referring Provider Name field is the first letter of their first name and first 4 letters of their
last name.
Note - Hover your mouse cursor over the information in Check Status field to display the definition of the check
status.
Note - To print the claim information, select the PDF icon. Make desired modifications to the line level claim data
using the text boxes provided as shown in Figure 43 – Line Level Reopening.
If any of the detail lines do not display an Edit button, then the detail line cannot be edited via Novitasphere
Claim Correction. Any other detail lines displaying the Edit button may be edited. For any claims that cannot be
corrected through Novitasphere, please utilize the Appeal Requests option to submit your appeal.
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Note - Hover your mouse cursor over the information in Check Status field to display the definition of the check
status.

Figure 42 – Header Level Reopening

When Edit is selected, Figure 43 – Line Level Reopening will be displayed.

Figure 43 – Line Level Reopening
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Complete desired modifications, select Save, using the button displayed in Figure 43 – Line Level Reopening.
Note - Hover your mouse cursor over the information in Primary Reason Code field to display the definition of the
reason code.
Note - The Comment box should ONLY be used to provide new/additional information to support the
modifications. Do NOT use the Comment box to recap the changes made. This will result in additional time to
process your reopening. There is limited space and you cannot append an attachment.
If any invalid data was entered into any of the modifiable fields when Save is selected an error will be returned in
red for correction as shown in Figure 44 – Claim Correction Data Validation Screen.
Back to Top

Figure 44 – Claim Correction Data Validation Screen

Resolve any errors, make any necessary modifications, add any relevant Comments, and then select Save.
You will be returned to the screen displayed in Figure 45 – Submit Claim Correction. Select Submit Reopen
Request using the button displayed.
Within 24 hours of submission, a Claim Correction Confirmation will be published to the Claim Correction
Confirmation feature. See the Claim Correction Confirmation section for details.
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Figure 45 – Submit Claim Correction

9. Billed in Error
The Billed in Error feature allows you to report entire paid claims, or individual paid lines of a claim as billed in
error. The claim must have finalized within the past year to be eligible to be submitted as billed in error through
Novitasphere.
To submit a Billed in Error correction: Select Billed in Error on the Novitasphere toolbar. Figure 46 – Billed
in Error Input will be displayed:

Figure 46 – Billed in Error Input

Enter the following data elements to locate a claim. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required information.
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• State*
• Medicare Beneficiary ID*
• ICN
• First Name (of Beneficiary) *
• Last Name (of Beneficiary) *
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•
•
•
•

Suffix (Required if the suffix appears on the Beneficiary’s Medicare card)
Procedure Code
Total Billed Amount
Finalized Date
Date(s) of Service*

The patient’s Medicare number, first and last name are required, and must match as it appears on their Medicare
card. You will need to have this information available to search for a claim within the Billed in Error feature.
Select the Search button as displayed in Figure 46 – Billed in Error Input.
Figure 47 – Billed in Error Results will be displayed.

Figure 47 – Billed in Error Results

To view an individual claim: Select the relevant claim from the results table displayed in Figure 47 – Billed in
Error Results. Figure 48 – Billed in Error Claim Details will be displayed:
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Figure 48 – Billed in Error Claim Details

Select either the full claim, or desired line(s) as billed in error:
• Click the checkbox to the right of the column heading row to select all lines if reporting the entire
claim as billed in error.
• Click the checkbox at the end of the line that displays if reporting specific line(s) billed in error.
Select the Submit button as shown in Figure 48 – Billed in Error Claim Details. You will receive a confirmation
page that will provide the ICN for the claim that was identified as being billed in error, and will state that you can
check the status of the correction request within 2 business days as shown in Figure 49 – Billed in Error
Confirmation Page.

Figure 49 – Billed in Error Confirmation Page

Once the correction is submitted to Novitas, a revised remittance advice will be provided, and a preliminary
appeals letter will be mailed to confirm the correction and advise an overpayment has been made. The appeals
letter will be followed by a demand letter from Debt Recovery asking for the monies to be paid back and
instructions on how to do so.
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10. Appeal Requests
The Appeal Requests feature is used to complete Redetermination and Clerical Error Reopening requests for
finalized claims.
• As a reminder, do not submit appeal requests for rejected claims or claims that were returned as
unprocessable, e.g., claims where the remittance notice displays MOA Code MA130. Rejected claims
must be resubmitted with the corrected information.
To Perform an Appeal Request: Select Appeal Requests on the Novitasphere toolbar.
Note - A popup will display to provide you the option of continuing with your appeal request if
documentation/additional information is needed or will direct you to the Claim Correction feature within
Novitasphere if your request is clerical in nature.
Figure 50 – Appeal Requests Input will be displayed:

Figure 50 – Appeal Requests Input

Enter the following data elements to locate a Claim. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required information.
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• State*
• Medicare Beneficiary ID*
• ICN
• First Name - Initial (of Beneficiary) *
• Last Name – First 6 letters (of Beneficiary) *
• Procedure Code
• Status
• Total Billed Amount
• Finalized Date
• Date(s) of Service*
Select the Search button as displayed in Figure 50 – Appeal Requests Input. Figure 51 – Appeal Requests
Results will be displayed:
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Figure 51 – Appeal Requests Results

To view an individual claim: Select View for that claim from the results table. Figure 52 – Appeal Requests
Header Level will be displayed:

Figure 52 – Appeal Requests Header Level
Back to Top
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Select the box of the detail line(s) to be addressed in the request and then click the Next button as displayed in
Figure 53 – Appeal Requests Selection to access the Request form.

Figure 53 – Appeal Requests Selection

Figure 54 – Redetermination and Clerical Error Reopening Request Form will be displayed:

Figure 54 – Redetermination and Clerical Error Reopening Request Form
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Complete all applicable selections pertaining to the claim. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required information.
• *NPI, PTAN, TIN, Provider Name (auto populated based on the claim selection)
• *Beneficiary First Name
• *Beneficiary Last Name
• *Medicare Number
• *Claim Number
• *Date(s) of Service and Procedure Code(s) (auto populated based on the claim selection)
• *Requestor’s Name
• *Requestor’s Relationship to Provider
• *Telephone Number and Extension
• *Reason for Redetermination or Clerical Error Reopening Request (limit 250 characters)
Click Next to continue to attach supporting documentation. Figure 55 – Appeal Requests File Upload will be
displayed:

Figure 55 – Appeal Requests File Upload

On the Appeal Requests File Upload screen, use the Browse button to select the documentation from your files.
Do not attach a Redetermination and Clerical Error Reopening Request form as part of your documentation.
This causes duplicate requests to be unnecessarily created and can impact your appeal submission process.
The previous screen serves as your request form.
Click Upload File to attach file. Upload all documentation to support the request. Documents must be in a PDF
or TIF format and less than 1500 pages, and multiple documents can be added.
The supporting Documentation uploaded should support the “Reason for the Redetermination of Clerical Error
Reopening Request”. Examples of documentation to provide may include (not an all-inclusive list):
• Any documentation you believe supports the reason for a favorable decision (office records, test results,
laboratory report, physician orders, history and physical report, operative report, etc.)
• Medicare Redetermination Notice (MRN)
• Part B 1500 Claim Form
• Overpayment letter, when applicable
• Advanced Beneficiary Notice (ABN), when applicable
• Copy of the signed transfer of appeal rights form, when applicable
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Figure 56 –Upload Successful
Once the documentation upload is successful, select the Submit button as shown in Figure56 – Upload
Successful. You will receive an Appeal Request Confirmation number as shown in Figure 57 – Appeal
Request Confirmation Page, and can be viewed in Submit Documents, Submission History.

Figure 57 – Appeal Request Confirmation Page
Back to Top

Medical Review Claims
The Medical Review Claims feature can be used to perform a search of medically reviewed claims. Searches
can be completed based on the case number, claim control number, Medicare Beneficiary Identification number,
Documentation Response status or date.
To access Medical Review Claims: Select the Medical Review Claims option on the Novitasphere toolbar, as
shown in Figure 58 – Medical Review Claims.

Figure 58 – Medical Review Claims
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Complete the following data elements to complete a medical review claim inquiry. Fields with an asterisk (*) are
required information.
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• State*
• MR Case Number
• Control Number (ICN)
• Medicare Beneficiary ID
• ADR Status
o Pending
o Received
• Date search criteria
o Date of Service
o Documentation Response Due Date
o Additional Documentation Response Sent Date
You must provide at least one of the following pieces of information to search: MR Case Number, Control
Number, Medicare Beneficiary ID, or Date.
Select the Submit button displayed in Figure 58 – Medical Review Claims.
The screen shown in Figure 59 – Medical Review Claims Output will be displayed.

Figure 59 – Medical Review Claims Output

The case number, ICN, Medicare Number, and dates of service will be displayed for the requested data
elements.
To view data for an individual claim (ICN): Select the View button from the relevant row displayed in the
results tables.
Medical Review Claim details will be displayed. The ICN, Medicare Number, Case Number, and dates of service
will continue to display at the top of each screen.
Additional Documentation Request (ADR), Claim Review and Education tabs will be displayed. Click on each tab
to review the information for the selected ICN.
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Figure 60 – Medical Review Claim Details – ADR Tab

The ADR tab as shown in Figure 60 – Medical Review Claim Details – ADR Tab will display the following
information:
• Status of the documentation request
o Received
o Pending
• The date the documentation letter was sent
• The due date of the medical record request
• Received date of the medical records if the status is received
• The ADR delivery mechanism
• A copy of the ADR letter
o If you have chosen to receive eMDRs through esMD, you will see two PDFs displayed.
o To view the ADR letter – click the PDF icon.
 When you click on the PDF icon, you may receive a pop up advising you not to send this
version of the ADR with your medical records as shown in Figure 61 – Medical Review
Claim Details – Helpful Hint.
 If you receive this pop up, do not send this version of the ADR letter back with your
documentation. It will cause a delay in processing as it does not contain the routing bar codes
contained in your original version.
o Click OK to continue.
o Select Open or Save when prompted with the question “Do you want to open or save ADR
Letter.pdf” as shown in Figure 62 – Medical Review Claim Details – ADR Letter.

Figure 61 – Medical Review Claim Details – Helpful Hint
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Figure 62 – Medical Review Claim Details – ADR Letter

Select the Review tab for more detailed information about the medical review.

Figure 63 – Medical Review Claim Details – Review Tab
Back to Top
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The Review tab as shown in Figure 63 – Medical Review Claim Details – Review Tab will display the following
information:
• Date the Medical Review began
• Date the Medical Review was completed
• Status of the Review
o Awaiting ADR Response
o Review has begun
o Review Completed
• Outcome of the review:
o Approved
o Denied
o Reduced – Service was reduced to a lower level of care
o Underpaid – Service was upcoded
• Review Findings and Rationale
• Date the Review results were sent
• Review Results code, if applicable
• Review Results code description, if applicable
Select the Education tab for more information about the type and date of the education offered during the
medical review. Only the most recent education that was provided will be displayed.

Figure 64 – Medical Review Claim Details – Education Tab

The Education tab as shown in Figure 64 – Medical Review Claim Details – Education Tab will display the
following information:
• The Type of Education that was provided
• The date of the last educational contact
Back to Top
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12. Retrieve Documents
12.1. Appeal Development Letter
To View Your Appeal Development Letters: Select the Retrieve Documents option from the Novitasphere
toolbar and then Appeal Development Letters as seen in Figure 65 – Appeal Development Letter.

Figure 65 – Appeal Development Letter

Select or enter the following data elements to complete an Appeal Development letter inquiry. Fields with an
asterisk (*) are required information.
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• State*
• CCN (Correspondence Control Number) – the number on the letter referenced in the “In Any Inquiry
Refer to” field
• ICN or claim number – the claim number referenced in the letter in the “Internal Control Number” field
• Date(s) of Letter* – (auto-populated with 15 day date range from the current date)
o You may enter a single date, or range dates, but not a date beyond the 15 day date range
o Medicare’s expectation is that responses must be returned within 15 days from the date the Appeal
Development letter is issued.
Note - this feature will display letters issued on or after July 19, 2018.
Select the Submit button displayed in Figure 65 – Appeal Development Letter. The screen shown in Figure
66 – Appeal Development Letter Results will be displayed.
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Figure 66 – Appeal Development Letter Results

Select the View button from the relevant row to view the letter. You will be prompted to either open or save the
PDF copy.
Back to Top

12.2. Comparative Billing Report (CBR)
Comparative Billing Reports (CBRs) are educational tools used to provide insight into billing trends. They are
intended to assist providers in performing self-audits of both procedures and billing practices. The Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) contracts with eGlobalTech to identify topics and administer the national
CBR program.
Novitas offers the “Financial Investigation Reporting Systems for Tomorrow” (FIRST) CBR report that show how
a provider practice, or an individual practitioner, compares to his or her local peer group. The specialty and
practice location are used as the basis for forming the peer group.
To obtain your CBR: Select the Retrieve Documents option from the Novitasphere toolbar and then CBR
Reports from the drop down as shown in Figure 67 – Comparative Billing Report Input.
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Figure 67 – Comparative Billing Report Input

Complete the following information to order a Comparative Billing Report. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required
information.
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• State*
• Duration* - Select the duration from the drop down (based on calendar months)
o 6 Months
o 12 Months
• Ratio* - Select one of the following:
o ALL – represents all the patients in the practice
o PROC MOD - procedure-modifier combinations that represent the patients that received that service.
• Norm* - Select one of the following:
o PEER- based on all providers with the same Specialty, located in same area
o STATE - all providers with the same Specialty through the state
• Report Type* - Select one of the following:
o Billing – will run the report for the billing PTAN associated with the NPI
o Rendering – will allow you to select a rendering PTAN
 Rendering PTAN – will only display if you selected “Rendering” as the report type. Select a
Rendering PTAN from the drop down
Select the Submit button displayed in Figure 67 – Comparative Billing Report Input.
The FIRST Report Output will be displayed in a PDF format based on your selections as shown in Figure 68 –
FIRST Report.
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Figure 68 - FIRST Report

CBR field definitions for the FIRST report can be found in Appendix B.

12.3. Claim Correction Confirmation
Following a Claim Correction (see the Claim Correction section for instructions), the following steps are required
to view a Claim Correction Confirmation Notice.
To view your Claim Correction Confirmation: Select the Retrieve Documents option on the Novitasphere
toolbar, and then select Claim Correction Confirmation. Figure 69 – Claim Correction Confirmation will
display.

Figure 69 – Claim Correction Confirmation
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To view specific Claim Correction Confirmation records, complete the following information using the drop down
menu. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required information.
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• State*
If you hit enter after keying the NPI, the associated PTAN and state will populate. If multiple PTANs are tied to
an NPI, then you will be prompted to select the appropriate associated PTAN. See Figure 69 –Claim
Correction Confirmation.
To select an individual Confirmation to view: find the appropriate row in the table and select the View button
next to the record. The information displays on the right hand side of the screen, as seen in Figure 70 – Claim
Correction Confirmation (Display). You will need to scroll to view the entire confirmation.

Figure 70 – Claim Correction Confirmation (Display)

You can page through the different Claim Correction Confirmation records using the arrow buttons below the
table. You also have the option to print the Claim Correction Confirmation using your internet browser:
• Select File, page set up, and then choose Landscape.
• Click OK at the bottom.
• Select File, print.
You can also delete Claim Correction Confirmation records once they have been viewed by selecting the
appropriate radio button next to the record and then selecting the Delete button. This does not delete the Claim
Correction itself, just the Confirmation record.
If you delete a record, there is no ability to recreate the record. It is suggested that you do not delete Claim
Correction Confirmation records for 48 hours after initial posting, which is the timeframe by which the adjustment
should be reflected in the Claims Inquiry function.
Claim Correction Confirmations will remain available for 30 days after they have been viewed. Claim Correction
Confirmations that are not viewed will be retained for 90 days from the date it was issued.
Back to Top
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12.4. Mailbox
PDF versions of confirmation messages that are generated when submitting documents via Novitasphere and
correspondence generated by the Medical Review department will be available through the Mailbox feature. The
Office Approver/Office Back-Up Approver for the organization will receive an email notification when a new
communication is available in the Mailbox.
To View Your Mailbox Messages: Select the Retrieve Documents option from the Novitasphere toolbar and
then Mailbox. Displayed will be a list of your communications as seen in Figure 71 – Mailbox.

Figure 71 – Mailbox

The following information will be displayed:
• From – Indicates the area where the correspondence originated (i.e. Medical Review). Note - “Medicare”
is the default for confirmation messages for submissions in Novitasphere.
• Subject – Indicates the subject matter of the message. Note - “Confirmation” is the default for
confirmation messages for submissions in Novitasphere.
• Creation Date – Indicates the date and time when correspondence/confirmations are received in the
Mailbox.
• Attachment – Provides a link to a PDF document of the correspondence.
You may sort these columns by clicking the column heading.
A copy of the acknowledgement PDF attachment is show in Figure 72 – Acknowledgement PDF.

Figure 72– Acknowledgement PDF
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Mailbox Confirmations for Appeal Requests, General Information Requests, Immediate Recoupment requests,
Medical Review Records submission, and Prior Authorization Requests will remain available for 90 days from
the date it was issued.
Medical Review post pay letters will remain available for 30 days after they have been viewed, or 90 days from
the date it was issued if not viewed.
Prior Authorization Response letters are issued within 10 days and are available in the Mailbox.
All Mailbox communications have the option to be manually deleted at any time.
Back to Top

12.5. Overpayment Letter
The Overpayment Letter feature allows you to view Overpayment Letters that have been issued within the last
255 days.
To View your Overpayment Letters: Select the Retrieve Documents option from the Novitasphere toolbar
and then Overpayment Letter from the drop down as shown in Figure 73 – Overpayment Letter.

Figure 73 – Overpayment Letter

Select or enter the following data elements to complete an Overpayment Letter request. Fields with an asterisk
(*) are required information.
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• State
• Letter Number
• Outstanding Balance Due
o When using the Outstanding Balance Due fields, the beginning balance will be prepopulated with
$0.00. Insert the full amount of the Overpayment Letter you are trying to retrieve in the TO field. If you
are unaware of the amount for the full Overpayment Letter, enter a dollar amount greater than the
amount anticipated on the Overpayment Letter. Portal will retrieve all Overpayment Letters between
the dollar amount span queried.
• Date(s) of Letter*
Select the Submit button as shown in Figure 73 – Overpayment Letter.
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All letters that match the information populated in the Overpayment Letter Request will be displayed as shown in
Figure 74 – Overpayment Letter Results.
To view the Overpayment Letter: Select the View button next to the letter you wish to review. The
Overpayment Letter will be populated in the PDF format for your review. You will be prompted to either open or
save the PDF copy.

Figure 74 – Overpayment Letter Results

To request an additional Overpayment Letter, select the Clear button on the Overpayment Letter form and
complete a new query.
Back to Top

12.6. Redetermination Notices
All electronic Medicare Redetermination Notices (e-MRNs) are available in Novitasphere - even if Novitasphere
was not used to submit the appeal.
To view your e-MRNs: Select the Retrieve Documents option from the Novitasphere toolbar and then
Redetermination Notices from the drop down as shown in Figure 75 – e-MRN.
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Figure 75 – e-MRN

Complete the following data elements to complete an e-MRN inquiry. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required
information.
• NPI*
• PTAN*
• State*
• CCN (Correspondence Control Number) – the number on the letter referenced in the “In Any Inquiry
Refer to” field
• ICN or claim number
• Date(s) of Letter* – You may enter a single date, or range dates
Select the Submit button displayed in Figure 75 – e-MRN. The screen shown in Figure 76 – e-MRN Results
will be displayed.

Figure 76 – e-MRN Results

Select the View button from the relevant row to view the letter. You will be prompted to either open or save the
PDF copy.
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Back to Top

12.7. View Remittance Advice
Obtain copies of your remittance advice for your records via the View Remittance Advice feature. This file is not
an Electronic Remittance Advice (ERA), but rather a PDF copy like the standard paper remittance.
To View Remittance Advice: Select the Retrieve Documents option on the Novitasphere toolbar, then View
Remittance Advice as shown in Figure 77 – View Remittance Advice Input.

Figure 77 – View Remittance Advice Input

Complete the following data elements to complete a Remittance query. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required
information.
• NPI*
• Check Number
• MICR Number
• Check Amount
• Date of Remittance* (“From”)
• Date of Remittance* (“To”)
Select the Submit button displayed in Figure 77 – View Remittance Advice Input.
If you are unable to locate the remittance initially, we suggest removing extra search criteria, and only searching
with the required fields.
Following the Remittance query, the following results may be returned:
• Where the date range selected is within the last 45 days, and there is a match with the NPI selected, 1
or more Remittances will be available for View.
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•

Where the date range selected extends beyond the last 45 days, and there is a match with the NPI
selected, 1 or more Remittances will be available for Request.

Note - If the Remittance Advice that you are requesting is greater than 350 pages, you will need to dial into the
IVR to obtain a copy.
View/Request results will be displayed as shown in Figure 78 – View Remittance Advice Output.

Figure 78 – View Remittance Advice Output

Where a query returns a large number of matching Remittances, you will be able to page through results in the
table. You may sort these columns by clicking the column heading. Remittances will be displayed in date order
by default.
To View a Remittance: Select the View button displayed in Figure 78 – View Remittance Advice Output for
the appropriate Remittance record. Remittance information will be displayed in PDF format. If you wish to
download the ERA file that can be imported into PC-ACE or Medicare Remit Easy Print (MREP), please review
File Status and Reports.
To Request a Remittance: Select the Request button displayed in Figure 78 – View Remittance Advice Output
for the appropriate Remittance record.
Select the Yes button on the Request Confirmation pop-up, as shown in Figure 79 – Remittance Request
Confirmation Message.
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Figure 70– Remittance Request Confirmation Message

Note - Requested Remittances will be made available the next day via the Requested Remittance Advice
feature.
Back to Top

12.8. Requested Remittance Advice
To view a requested remittance advice: Select the Retrieve Documents option on the Novitasphere toolbar,
and then select Requested Remittance Advice.
Select the following data elements to complete a search for your previously requested remittance advices
(*Indicates a required field):
• NPI*
• Check Number
• MICR Number
• Check Amount
• Date of Remittance* (“From”)
• Date of Remittance* (“To”)
Select the Submit button displayed in Figure 80 – Requested Remittance Advice Search.

Figure 80 – Requested Remittance Advice Search
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A list of your requested remittance advices will display as seen in Figure 81 – Requested Remittance Advices.
You may sort these columns by clicking the column heading. You can page through the different Remittance
Advice records using the arrow buttons provided at the bottom of the page.

Figure 81 – Requested Remittance Advices

Select an individual Remittance Advice by selecting View beside the appropriate Remittance Advice. A PDF of
the Remittance Advice data as shown in Figure 82 – Requested Remittance PDF will display. You will need
Adobe Acrobat Reader to view.

Figure 82 – Requested Remittance PDF

You can print or save the Remittance Advice record using the browser settings at the top of the page. You can
also delete Remittance Advice records once they have been viewed by selecting the appropriate radio button
next to the relevant Remittance Advice and then selecting the delete button.
Back to Top
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13. Submit Documents
13.1. General Information Requests
This form may be used by health professionals to submit a general question to Medicare, such as questions
related to coverage guidelines, policy issues, or how to bill Medicare. This form should not be used to submit
claim-specific questions, questions that require PHI to research, or Novitasphere-related questions. For help with
Novitasphere, please call 1-855-880-8424. All general written inquiries are worked within 45 business days.
Novitas Solutions responds to inquiries in the order they are received.
To submit a General Information Request: Select the Submit Documents option from the Novitasphere
toolbar and then General Information Requests from the drop down as shown in Figure 83 – General
Information Request Input.

Figure 83 – General Information Request Input

Complete the following data elements to submit your request. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required information.
• Provider Name*
• Phone Number*
• Street Address*
• City*
• State*
• Zip Code*
• Fax Number*
• Email*
• What is your question? *
Once these fields are complete, select the Submit button as shown in Figure 83 – General Information
Request Input. You will receive Confirmation number as shown in Figure 84 – General Information Request
Confirmation, and can be viewed in Submit Documents, Submission History.
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Figure 84 – General Information Request Confirmation
Back to Top

13.2. Immediate Recoupments
The immediate recoupment process is for providers who have received an overpayment demand letter from
Medicare. You may elect to have your overpayment(s) repaid through the immediate recoupment process and
avoid paying by check or waiting for the standard recoupment that begins 41 days from the date of the initial
demand letter. Novitas Solutions specifies on the Immediate Recoupments Coversheet the options available
along with the required documentation that is needed to process your Immediate Recoupment Request.
To Submit an Immediate Recoupments Request: Select the Submit Documents option from the
Novitasphere toolbar and then select Immediate Recoupments from the drop down as shown in Figure 85 –
Immediate Recoupments Input.

Figure 85 – Immediate Recoupments Input

Download and complete the Immediate Recoupment Coversheet.
Complete the following information to submit your immediate recoupment request. Fields with an asterisk (*) are
required information.
• *FILE TO UPLOAD
o Utilize the BROWSE button to select the completed Immediate Recoupment Coversheet from your
files.
 the acceptable document formats are TIFF and PDF.
 password protected documents cannot be processed and will not be accepted.
• ADD MORE DOCUMENTATION
o Utilize this button if your documentation is in separate files.
• *Did you attach the cover sheet?
o Select Yes. The request will not be submitted if this field is not changed from No to Yes.
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Once you have completed these fields and attached your documentation, select the Submit button displayed in
Figure 85 – Immediate Recoupments Input.
You will receive a record submission acknowledgement shown in Figure 86 – Immediate Recoupments
Confirmation.

Figure 86 – Immediate Recoupments Confirmation
Back to Top

13.3. Medical Review Records
The process whereby a contractor requests additional documentation after claim receipt is known as
"development". When a coverage or coding determination cannot be made based upon the information on the
claim and its attachments (e.g., due to a medical review of the service/claim), contractors may solicit for more
information by issuing an Additional Documentation Request (ADR). Novitas Solutions specifies in the
development letter or ADR, a description of the type of documentation that is needed to make the coverage or
coding determination, along with the date of service. Make sure you review the ADR letter carefully as the ADR
letter may request multiple types of documentation.
This feature may only be used to respond to a Medical Review ADR for pending claims. If the claim has been
finalized or denied, please submit a Redetermination Request with medical records if you would like to dispute
the claim decision. This feature may not be used to submit medical documentation for initial electronic claims as
part of the PWK process. Please review Chapter 8 of the EDI Billing Guide (JL) (JH) for information on this
process.
To Submit Medical Review Records: Select the Submit Documents option from the Novitasphere toolbar and
then select Medical Review Records.

Figure 87 - Medical Review Record Submission
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Complete the following information to order submit your medical review record documentation. Include the ADR
letter or fax cover sheet as the first page of your attached documentation. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required
information.
• *ICN
• *FILE TO UPDLOAD
o Utilize the Choose File button to select the documentation from your files.
 the acceptable document formats are TIFF and PDF.
 password protected documents cannot be processed and will not be accepted.
• Comment
o Use this field at your discretion. The review is based on the medical documentation that you
submit.
Once you have completed these fields and attached your documentation, select the Submit button displayed in
Figure 87 – Medical Review Record Submission.
You will receive a record submission acknowledgement shown in Figure 88 – Medical Review Record
Submission Confirmation.

Figure 88 - Medical Review Record Submission Confirmation
Back to Top

13.4. Prior Authorization Request Submissions
Prior Authorization requests are currently only available for the following services and locations: for Medicare
Part B JL - Repetitive non-emergent ambulance transportation in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland,
Delaware, and the Washington D.C. Metro Area. Outpatient Department (OPD) is available for Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, the Washington D.C. Metro Area, Arkansas, Colorado, Louisiana, Mississippi,
New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas.
The prior authorization is a program implemented by Medicare that providers can utilize to receive provisional
affirmations (approval) before rendering the specific service. This program is voluntary; however, all claims can
be subject to medical review.
For information on coverage and documentation requirements for:
• Repetitive non-emergent ambulance transportation prior authorization requests, please see Local
Coverage Determination (LCD): Ambulance Services (L35162) for dates of service on or after 10/01/15.
• Outpatient Department (OPD) prior authorization requests please review the Prior Authorization page
(JL)(JH) on the Novitas Solutions website.
To Submit Prior Authorization Requests: Select the Submit Documents option from the Novitasphere toolbar
and then select Prior Authorization Requests from the drop down as show in Figure 89 – Prior Authorization
Request Submission.
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Figure 89 – Prior Authorization Request Submission

Complete the following information to submit your prior authorization request. Include the cover sheet as the first
page of your attached documentation. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required information.
• *FILE TO UPDLOAD
o Utilize the BROWSE button to select the documentation from your files.
 the acceptable document formats are TIFF and PDF.
 password protected documents cannot be processed and will not be accepted.
• ADD MORE DOCUMENTATION
o Utilize this button if your documentation is in separate files.
• *Did you attach the cover sheet?
o Select yes if you attached a coversheet. The request will not be accepted until yes is selected
indicating that there is a coversheet in the submission.
Once you have completed these fields and attached your documentation, select the Submit button displayed in
Figure 89 – Prior Authorization Request Submission.
You will receive a record submission acknowledgement shown in Figure 90 – Prior Authorization Request
Submission Confirmation. A Prior Authorization response letter will be issued within 10 days after submission
and can be found in the Mailbox feature. The Mailbox is located under the Retrieve Documents option in
Novitasphere.

Figure 90 – Prior Authorization Request Submission Confirmation
Back to Top
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13.5. Submission History
You may check the status of documents submitted via Submit Documents by using the Submission History
feature. You can search by entering the date range or confirmation identification number as show in Figures 91
–Submission History – Search by Date Range and Figure 92 – Submission History – Search by
Confirmation ID.
To view your Submission History: Select the Submit Documents option from the Novitasphere toolbar and
then Submission History.
Complete the following information. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required information.
• SUBMISSION TYPE
o Select Medical Review Submission, Prior Authorization Submission, Immediate Recoupments,
General Information Requests, or Appeal Requests
• SEARCH CRITERIA
o Select Date Range or Confirmation ID
 *DATES OF SUBMISSION
- Dates may be entered as MMDDYY or MMDDYYYY. Forward slashes will be
populated automatically.
 *CONFIRMATION ID
- Enter the confirmation ID that appears on your acknowledgement PDF.

Figure 91 – Submission History – Search by Date Range

Figure 92 – Submission History – Search by Confirmation ID
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While the ADR or prior authorization request is being uploaded to the imaging system, it will show “Processing”.
Once the documentation has been imported and accepted by our imaging system, the status will change to
“Received”, as shown in Figure 93 – Submission History Results. If there are any errors in uploading the file,
it will show “Upload Fail*” and you will need to resubmit your file.
Note - Password protected documents cannot be processed. If you attempt to upload a password protected
document, it will initially be accepted and may show the “Processing” status. However, once our imaging system
attempts to import the document, it will reject, and the status will change to “Rejected.”
Immediate Recoupments, General Information Requests, or Appeal Requests will display “Received”.

Figure 93 – Submission History Results
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14. Alerts & Updates
You have access to relevant Medicare Communications about the portal and related functionality via the Alerts &
Updates feature. For example, this feature will be used to post information about system problems (i.e., HETS or
TIBCO not available) or new/modified functionality.
We encourage you to access the Alerts & Updates feature tab upon logging into Novitasphere for any new portal
related information. However, this does not replace the http://www.novitas-solutions.com website for general
Medicare updates.
To view Alerts & Updates messages: Select the Alerts & Updates option on the Novitasphere toolbar.
View any communications which have been published by clicking the View button as seen in Figure 94 – Alerts
& Updates. You may print a copy of the message by using the PDF button displayed once a message has been
selected.
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Figure 94 – Alerts & Updates

15. My Account Profile
To change your password, add or remove Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) devices, or for additional staff to
request their own access to Novitasphere, a link to the IDM system is available under the My Account Profile
option. The My Account Profile feature also provides additional information as seen in Figure 95 – My Account
Profile.
• User Name
• User ID
• Organization Name
• Organization Submitter ID (Novitasphere Submitter ID)
Back to Top

Figure 95 – My Account Profile
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16. Novitasphere Portal Help and Other Information
16.1. Reference Material
You can access Reference information for Novitasphere use at any point during a Novitasphere session.
To view reference material: Select the Reference option on the horizontal Novitasphere toolbar, as seen in
Figure 96 – Reference.

Figure 96 – Reference
Back to Top

16.2. Self Service Tools
You can access links to the self-service tools available on the Novitas Solutions website at any point during a
Novitasphere session.

Figure 97 – Self Service Tools
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16.2.1. Appeal Status Outcomes
Appeal status can be obtained within the Self Service Tools option.
The “Appeal Status Outcome” feature displays pending appeals as well as the outcome of finalized appeals. All
pending appeals can be viewed through the Appeal Status Outcome Feature. Only appeals finalized on or after
April 25, 2019 can be viewed through the Appeal Status Outcome Feature. The status of appeals finalized prior
to April 25, 2019 can be found by using the “Appeal Status Inquiry Tool” (JL)(JH) located on the Novitas
Solutions website.
Once an appeal is received, it becomes initiated with a Correspondence Control Number (CCN) that can be
used as a reference number for your appeal. Appeal requests involving multiple claims on one request are
initiated with one Correspondence Control Number (CCN) that will correlate to the first claim number listed on
the request. Each subsequent claim number at issue will ultimately receive its own Correspondence Control
Number. The Appeal Status Outcome feature will not list the separate CCNs correlating to each additional claim
number until appeal decisions are made and the outcomes are individually available.
To view Appeals Status: Select the Self Service Tools option from the Novitasphere toolbar at the top of the
screen and then select Appeal Status Outcomes from the links under your Jurisdiction as shown in Figure 97 –
Self Service Tools.
Back to Top

Figure 98 – Appeal Status

Complete the following information. Fields with an asterisk (*) are required information.
• CCN (Correspondence Control Number) - The case number of the appeal.
• ICN (Internal Control Number) - The claim number.
• Medicare Beneficiary ID*: The Medicare Beneficiary Number or Health Insurance Claim Number tied to
the claim.
• Date(s) of Service*
Select the Submit button displayed in Figure 98 – Appeal Status. The screen shown in Figure 99 – Appeal
Status Search Results will be displayed.
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Figure 99 – Appeal Status Search Results

The following information will be displayed:
• CCN
• ICN
• Medicare Beneficiary ID
• Receipt Date: The date the case was received.
• Appeal Status: Status of the appeal.
o Pending – Cases that are still under review
o Closed – Finalized cases where a decision was made
• Outcome: The outcome of the Appeal Decision once finalized. The following outcomes are available
within this appeal status feature:
o Processed as a Reopening
o Full Reversal
o Partial Reversal
o Affirmation
o Dismissal – Incomplete Redetermination
o Dismissal – Untimely
o Affirmation with Change in Liability
o Transfer
o Withdrawal
• DOS From/DOS To: The earliest and latest date of service listed on the claim.
Back to Top

16.3. Contact Us
You can access contact information for Novitas Solutions at any point during a Novitasphere session.
To access contact information: Select the Contact Us option on the horizontal Novitasphere toolbar, as seen
in Figure 100 – Contact Us.
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Figure 100 – Contact Us
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16.4. Live Chat
You can connect with a live chat agent for questions about Novitasphere Navigation, Novitasphere Enrollment,
and IDM Registration related questions.
Web Chat is available Monday-Friday from 10:00 AM Eastern Time (ET) – 2:00 PM ET, excluding observed
Novitas holidays.
Live chat Agents will be able to answer many of your questions through this fast and easy option; however,
questions regarding password resets, or which require additional Personally Identifiable Information (PII) data to
research (such as claim-specific questions) will need to be directed to the Novitasphere Help Desk for
assistance. This is to protect your information as well as your patients! Any chat discussions that include PII will
be terminated for privacy purposes.
To initiate a chat: Select the Live Chat option on the horizontal Novitasphere toolbar as seen in Figure 101 –
Live Chat.

Figure 101 – Live Chat

Click the Click here to begin Chat button in the new window. Enter the following data elements to begin the
chat (*Indicates a required field):
• Your Name*
• Email Address
• Reason for your chat*
• Area of interest*
Click Submit as shown in Figure 102 – Pre-chat Information.
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Figure 102 – Pre-chat Information

17. Feedback
You are encouraged to submit feedback related to your Novitasphere portal experience at any point during a
Novitasphere session.
To submit Feedback: Select the Feedback option on the right side of the Novitasphere screen. You will be
invited to respond to a series of questions.
Back to Top
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18. Appendix A - Additional Documentation Form

Back to Top
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19. Appendix B – CBR Field Definitions for the FIRST Report
Title Section
1. STATISTICAL PERIOD – Timeframe for which the FIRST report applies and is listed in the YYYY/MM
format.
2. RUN DATE – Date the report was generated.

Header Section
3. ADDRESS – This is the name and address for the provider.
4. PROV ID – This is the Health Care Professional Identification Number (HCPID).
5. MSA (Modified Statistical Area) – This is a code representing the geographical categorization for the
HCPID. This information may be used in determining the PEER NORM (#18 below).
6. SPEC – A code representing the HCPID’s specialty.
7. NETWORK – This item does not apply to the Medicare Program. It is used by Private Business. For
Medicare purposes this field should always be 001.
8. COUNTY- The name of the HCPID’s county according to their billing address on Medicare’s files.
9. ROLE CODE – This can be either a “B” or a “P”. This signifies whether the HCPID is being analyzed in their
role as a Billing Provider (“B”) or as a Performing Provider (“P”).
10. STD DEV – Number of Standard Deviations used to define the NORM.

Body Section
11. PROC MOD - This column lists the various procedure-modifier combinations for which the HCPID had
allowed services. Modifiers are classified into a hierarchy at the discretion of Novitas Solutions, Inc. This is
necessary since a procedure can be reported with numerous modifiers. The hierarchy allows such claims to
be uniformly classified. Procedures reported without any modifiers, or with modifiers not included in the
hierarchy, are given a “00” designation for modifier.
12. PATS – This column lists the number of unique patients receiving the service where the service was allowed.
“Unique” means that patients receiving the service multiple times are only counted once.
13. IH, OH, OF, OT, TOTAL SVCS – These fields show the total number of services across all proceduremodifier combinations for different places of service. Specifically, totals are reported for:
• IH - Inpatient Hospital
• OH - Outpatient Hospital
• OF - Office
• OT – Other
These individual place-of-service totals are also summed, and the resulting grand total is displayed under the
header TOTAL SVCS.
14. PROVIDER CHARGE – This is the total dollars charged for the services listed in the TOTAL SVCS column.
15. ALLOWED AMOUNT – This is the total dollars allowed for the services listed in the TOTAL SVCS column.
16. APPROVED PAID – This is the total dollars paid for the services listed in the TOTAL SVCS column.
17. ALL RATIO – This column can be set to either “ALL” or “PROC MOD”. Each of these ratios is calculated in a
similar manner, however the denominator is different.
• ALL RATIO = TOTAL SVCS divided by the total patients multiplied by 100. That is, ALL RATIO
represents the number of services per 100 patients in the practice.
• PROC MOD RATIO = TOTAL SVCS divided by PATS multiplied by 100. That is, PROC MOD Ratio
represents the number of services per 100 patients receiving that service.
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18. PEER NORM – This column can be set to either “PEER” or “STATE. When the PEER designation is used,
the calculations in this column are based on all providers with the same SPEC (#6 above) as the HCPID that
are in the same MSA (#5 above) as the HCPID. When the STATE designation is used, the calculations in
this column are based on all providers with the same SPEC (again, #6 above) as the HCPID regardless of
MSA. That is to say, the peer group used to make these comparisons can be either providers with the same
specialty in the same area (in which case the PEER designation is used), or the peer group can be providers
with the same specialty throughout the state (in which case the STATE designation is used). In either case, a
group of ratios is defined which meet certain criteria. Furthermore, all the ratios in the group are for the same
procedure-modifier and meet certain other “stability” requirements* (e.g., a minimum number of services
were rendered). Ratios that are in the group and meet all necessary requirements will be deemed “eligible
ratios”.
Calculating the NORM is a two-step process. The first step is to calculate the mean and standard deviation of
the eligible ratios for the comparison group. The second step is to calculate the NORM. This is done by
adding a certain number of standard deviations to the mean. The number of deviations used is specified in
the STD DEV section (#10 above). If “0” was the specified number of standard deviations, then the figure in
this column is a true norm, in that it represents the average utilization rate of the providers in the peer group.
If ‘2’ was the specified number of standard deviations, then the figure in this column is an upper threshold, in
that it represents the utilization rate below which 90-95% of the providers in the peer group fall.
These stability requirements are applied to prevent including very high or low RATIOS that are a result of
aberrant practices and/or practices with just a few patients and/or services. Such ratios are excluded to
prevent skewing the PEER NORM calculation.
19. FLG - In many cases this column is blank. However, in certain instances, this column will contain a flag that
relates information about the RATIO as compared to the NORM. Specifically, this column can have the
following values:
• Y indicates either, a) the NORM field was not calculated because there were too few providers in the
group to make a meaningful comparison, OR b) this HCPIDs ratio was not included in the NORM
calculation because they have too few services in their practice. In the case of a) the NORM field
should read ‘0.00’. In the case of b) the NORM field should be populated with a non-zero value.
• Asterisk (*) indicates that the HCPID’s RATIO value is higher than the calculated NORM.
• H indicates that the HCPID’s RATIO value is more than 3 standard deviations above the peer group
mean. As a result, the HCPID’s RATIO was excluded from the NORM calculation to prevent skewing.
20. EXCEED SVCS – The number of services the HCPID exceeds the NORM. It is calculated by taking the
difference between the ALL RATIO and the PEER NORM, dividing by 100 and multiplying by TOTAL PATS
(#12 above). A verification of EXCEED SVCS based on the figures from the FIRST may produce a slightly
different number due to rounding error(s). This is because FIRST may use more digits in its calculations than
it can display on the printout.
21. EXCEED AMTS – The dollars associated with the EXCEED SVCS. This is calculated by multiplying the
EXCEED SVCS times the ALLOWED AMT (#15 above) and dividing by the number of TOTAL SVCS (#13
above). A verification of this number using the figures printed on the FIRST may produce slightly different
results than are displayed due to rounding errors.
22. PEER RANK – This is the rank of the HCPID’s ALL RATIO within the peer group for that procedure-modifier.
This is calculated by listing all the ALL RATIOS for the group in descending order and numbering them from
1 to n, where n is the number of providers in the group. The number assigned to each provider in this
process is the RANK.

Footer Section
23. TOTAL PAID – The total amount paid to the HCPID across all the procedure-modifier combinations. This
field also displays the percentile associated with this TOTAL PAID. This percentile is calculated by first
assigning a rank to the TOTAL PAID field and then dividing that rank by the number of providers in the peer
group. The resulting value is subtracted from 1 and multiplied by 100 to arrive at the percentile reported here.
24. PAID PER PATIENT – This is the average amount paid per patient and the percentile this represents.
25. SVCS PER PATIENT – This is the average number of services per patient and the percentile this represents.
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